DESCRIPTION
DECK-O-JOINT is an attractive and decorative vinyl control joint. Economical DECK-O-JOINT is long lasting and trouble-free. It resists most chemicals. A light hose-down keeps it bright and clean.

DECK-O-JOINT will not whip or warp. It protects against cracking and buckling. Generally, damage caused by excessive water flow through joints is reduced. The advanced design and exclusive self-leveling of DECK-O-JOINT provides a protective ledge, which locks to concrete and seals against seepage and excessive water flow. This helps prevent and reduce water damage in the joint caused by excessive flow through. DECK-O-JOINT also offers maximum sealing.

USES
DECK-O-JOINT is designed to provide the quality finishing touch to patios, driveways, sidewalks, pool decks or wherever concrete is used.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• Exclusive channel design prevents excessive seepage and water damage
  Self-leveling ... locks to concrete and adjusts for slab movement.
• Resists most chemicals.
• Long lasting and trouble-free.
• Attractive and decorative finishing touch.
• Protects against cracking and buckling.
• Easy to install and keep clean.
• Eliminates need for a separate base unit.

COLOR
Desert Tan, Stone Gray, Dura-White (Black and Redwood by special order).

DIMENSIONS
5/8" Wide x 1-5/8" High and 10' Lengths

PACKAGING
300 feet per Carton

APPLICATION
Joint Preparation...Ten foot lengths, cut to size, are simply put into position before tamping. For a professional finish to the job, score along the edges of the top joint with a fine edger tool. DECK-O-JOINT is now a part of the surface with built-in protection and beauty. Short runs require no staking.
LIMITED WARRANTY
"DECK-O-SEAL®, A Division of W. R. MEADOWS, INC., warrants at the time and place we make shipment, our material will be of good quality and will conform with our published specifications in force on the date of acceptance of the order." Read complete warranty. Copy furnished upon request.

Disclaimer
The information contained herein is included for illustrative purposes only, and to the best of our knowledge, is accurate and reliable. DECK-O-SEAL cannot however under any circumstances make any guarantee of results or assume any obligation or liability in connection with the use of this information. As DECK-O-SEAL has no control over the use to which others may put its product, it is recommended that the products be tested to determine if suitable for specific application and/or our information is valid in a particular circumstance. Responsibility remains with the architect or engineer, contractor and owner for the design, application and proper installation of each product. Specifier and user shall determine the suitability of products for specific application and assume all responsibilities in connection therewith.